CUSTOMS AUTHORIW FOR ADVANCE RULINGS
New Customs House, Ballard Estate, Mumbai- 400 001

The 20th of May,2021
Ruling No. CAAR/Mum/ARC/9 & 1.0/2021
ln
Application N o. CAAR/M um / ARC/ 9 / 2021

& CAAR/M u m/ARC/1O / 2a21

Name and address of the applicant

M/s. BMG Corporation, Baskar Jangam Chawl,
Gaondevi Road, Near Shivaji Maidan, Poiser
Mumbai - 400101, Maharashtra
M/s. Bhagwan Corporation, A-202, Legend CHSL,
Lokhandwala Andheri- West, Mumbai - 400053,
Maharashtra

Commissioner concerned

The Commissioner of Customs (NS-l),
Jawaharlal Nehru Custom House, Sheva, Tal Uran,

District Raigad, Maharashtra - 4007A7

Present for the application

Sh. Shivam Mishra, Advocate {M/s. Amar Legal)

Present for the Department

None

Ruline
The secretariat of the erstwhile Authority for Advance Rulings, New Delhi; constituted under
the provisions of section 28F of the Customs Act, 1962; has transferred two pending applications for
advance rulings in February, 2021to the Customs Authorityfor Advance Rulings, Mumbai underthe
provisions of sub-section 3 of section 28F of the Act. On scrutiny by the secretary to the CAAR, M umbai
it was found that both these applications were received in the secretariat of the erstwhile AAR on
01.09.2020 and since no rulings were issued in these cases within three months as required under
sub-section 6 to section 28-1, these applications had already lapsed when they were received in the
secretariat of CAAR, Mumbai. However, on a constructive interpretation of law and also as a trade
facilitation measure, the applicants, Ms. BMG Corporation and M/s. Bhagwan Corporation were
requested to revalldate their applications if they continue to be desirous of obtaining advance rulings
sought earlier. The applicants have submitted their applications in the prescribed form, CAAR-1 on
17.03.2021..

2.

Both the applications seek rulings on the identical subject matter, i.e., classification of
AP|/boiled supari, chikani supari, unflavoured supari and flavoured supari. According to both the
applicants, all the above-mentioned products merit classification under sub-heading 21069030 of the
first schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975. Both the applicants base their contention on the
supplementary note 2 to the chapter 21 of the first schedule to the customs tariff. Considering that
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these applications seek rulings on a common subject, they are being taken up together for a common
ruling. The applicants have also referred to the decision of the erstwhile AAR in the case of Mls.
Excellent Betelnut Products rendered vide ruling number AAR/Cus/0812A1,5 wherein these products
were held liable for classification under heading 2106 of the customs tariff.

3.

The comments of the Principal Commissioner of Customs, Nhava Sheva - l, dated 26.12.2020
to the application of BMG is on record. ln the said communication, detailed processes undertaken on

raw areca nuts/ betel nuts have been described, reference has been made to the chapter
noteslsupplementary notes to the relevant chapters of the customs tariff, i.e., 8 and 21, and
thereafter, a conclusion has been drawn that all the processes undertaken, viz., cleaning, boiling,
starching, garbling etc. are covered under the note 3 to chapter B, and therefore, all these products
merit classification under chapter 8. Reliance has also been placed on the Hon'ble Supreme Court's
decision dated 11-.09.L979 in the case of D. S. Bist and Ors. wherein it was held that all agricultural
produce undergoes some processing on or outside the farm in order to make it non-perishable,
transportable, and marketable and just because processing is a bit longer or complicated wouldn't rob
the produce of its agricultural character. Reference has also been made to the decision of the Calcutta
High Court in the case of Killing Valley Tea co. v. Secretary to State (A.l.R. 192L, Cal.l wherein it was
held that a tea leaf remains the same even after being subjected to mechanical processes like

withering, crushing, roasting, fermenting etc. The observations of the Hon'ble Supreme Court dated
19.O3.2OO7 in Civil Appeal No. 1453/2007 involving M/s. Crane Betel Nut Powder Works, "ln our view,
the Commissioner of Customs and Central Excise (Appeals) has correctly analysed the factual as well
as the legal situation in arriving at the conclusion that the process of cutting betel nuts into small
pieces and addition of essential/non-essential oils, menthol, sweetening agent etc. did not result in a
new and distinct product having a different character and use" has also been emphasised by the
learned Principal Commissioner in forming the opinion that the products under consideration are
correctly classifiable under chapter 8. This report also points out that the decisions of the erstwhile
AAR, in the cases of M/s. Oliya Steel and M/s. Excellent Betel Nut Products, were rendered without
considering the note 3 to chapter 8, and suggests that as such these rulings are sub-silentio and
therefore, not binding precedents. After the two advance rulings applications were transferred to the
CAAR, Mumbai; the Principal Commissioner, Nhava Sheva - I has once again been requested to offer
his comments or reaffirm his earlier comments. However, no further communications has been
received. The aforementioned comments have also been shared with M/s. BMG Corporation.

4.

Both the applications were listed for personal hearing on 10.05.2021 in virtual mode at
different times. Sri Shivam Mishra, Advocate, representing the firm M/s. Amar Legal appeared for both
the applicants. The learned counsel argued that since the products intended to be imported by them
are roasted and boiled for 6 to 1-2 hours, it would incorrect to hold them classifiable under Chapter 8
as dried nuts. He also emphasised the Supplementary Note 2 to Chapter21-of the tariff which states
that, 'ln this Chapter "betel nut product known as supari" means any preparation containing betel
nuts, but not containing any one or more of the following ingredients, namely: lime, katha(catechu)
and tobacco whether or not containing any other ingredients, such as cardamom, copra or menthol'
and argued that if the products intended to be imported by them are not classified under heading
2106 the result would be that the said supplementary note would become redundant and any
interpretation of law which lead to such redundancy, may not be favoured,

5.

The products under consideration in the present proceedings have a common primary
ingredient, namely, raw areca nutlbetel nut and the processes undertaken, as stated by the
applicants, are summarised as fol[ows:
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API/bailed supari - on the raw whole green nut, removol
of targe impurities, boiting in wqter
for 6 hours, mixing foad starch, drying, polishing, and packoging;

'

cltikani supari - Attthe processes as described obove

ptus

slicing into smal! pieces;

'

unflavoured supari - Removal of targe impurities by labour
ond small impurities by destoner,
metal deflection, garbling, polishing, 3 stoge cutting,
blowing of weightless portictes in blower, gravity
separotion by outomatic gravity separation mochine,
radsting in fire gas rotory roaster, metal
detection by magnetic metal detectors, and pockaging.
These nuts ore soid to be cut into g
pieces;
or 12

Flovoured supari - All the processes undertaken in
'
case of unflovoured supari plus sterilizing to
remove/kill bacteria and flavouring in automotic blenders
with spices/or

Mulethi ond perfumes.

6'
Before proceeding further, I wish to refer to the
common decision of the chennai Bench of
the Hon',ble Customs, central, and service Tax Appellate
Tribunal in the cases of M/s. s. T. Enterprises
{customs Appeal No' 40002/2021,) and M/s. Ayush Business overseas (customs
Appeal No.
4o0w/2a21) rendered on 26'02-2021 in which it has
been held that boired supari merits classification
under sub-heading 08028010. ln view of the proviso (b)
to sub-section 2 of the section 2g-t of the Act,
which mandate that no application for an advance ruling
shall be allowed where the same matter
already stands decided by the Appellate Tribunal or
any court; no ruling can be given in respect of
classification of AP|/boiled supari, which, according
to both the applications, undergo the same
processes on the raw/green nut.
7'

classification of chiknisupari, unflavoured supari, and
flavoured supariwas a subject matter
in another advance ruling application before me. ln the
Ruling No. cAAR/M um/ARC/3/2021, dated
1'5'03'2021,1 had the occasion to examine in detailthe
contentions of the applicant, the contending
tariff entries, the relevant chapter and section notes, as well
as the explanatory notes to the
harmonised commodity classification system of the
world customs organisation. The relevant
portions of my findings in that case are reproduced
below: _

"9'

tn the aforementioned backdrop, it is necessory to examine
the contending chapters of the
toriff. The relevant notes ta chapter g lay down the
faltowing: _

'3' Dried fruits or dried nuts of this Chopter may be partiolty
rehydrated, or treoted for the
following purpases:

(o)

For additional preservotion or stobilizotion (for example,
by modercte heot treatment,

sulphuring, the addition of sorbic acid or potassium
sorbate);

{b) To improve or maintqin their appearance (for exomple, by tlte addition of vegetobte oil or
small
quantities of glucose syrup),
provided that they retoin the character of dried
fruit or dried nuts.,
ln the chapter 8, areca nuts, whole, split, ground,
ond two residuary sub-headings ore accommodated

under 080280L0, 20, 30, 90, and 08029000, respectively.

9'i

chapter 21 includes within its ambit, miscellaneous edible preparations.
As a!ready mentioned,
the supplementory note 2 to the soid chopter lay
down that,

'ln this Chapter "betel nut product known os
supori" meons any preparation containing betet
nuts' but not contoining any one or more of the
following ingredients, namely: lime, katha(catechu)
and tobacco whether or not contoining ony other ingredients,
such as cordomom, coprat menthol.,

@
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tn this chapter, the related entry, with respect to betel nuts, is tlze sub-heading 21-069A3A, i.e., betel
nut products known as supari.

10.

ln matters of classification of goods entered/intended far import/export, the Harmonized

Commadity Description and Coding System of the World Customs Orgonization, comprising of more
thon 5,000 commodity groups, arranged in a legal and logical structure and supported by well-defined
rules to achieve uniform clossificotion, is used by the signatory mernber countries. So for as chapter B
is concerned, oport from the relevant chapter notes already reproduced above, the HSN prescribes the
following as generalguidelines: -

'Fruit and nuts of this Chopter may be whole, sliced, chopped, shredded, stoned, pulped,
groted, peeled or shelled.
The addition of small quantities of sugar does not affect the classification of fruit in this Chapter.'

1-0.1

tn this chapter, the entry A8A2.8A refers to areca nuts, used chiefly as a mosticatary. Thus, the
explonotory notes to chapter I indicate that chapter I covers nuts intended for human consafiption
(whether os presented or after processing); whether they ore fresh, frozen (whether or not previously
cooked by steaming or boiling in water) or dried (including dehydrated, evaporated or freeze-dried)
and whether the nuts could also be whole, sliced, chopped, shredded, stoned, pulped, grated, peeled
or shelled.

L1-.

Keeping the relevant chapter notes ond general guidelines in view, the processes undergone
by AP\/chikni/unflavoured/flavoured/boiled supori need to be exomined to determine whether such
processes result in products which can be described as preparations containing betel nut, or even after
such processes, the resultant products still substantially retoin the originol character of the raw
material, i.e., oreca or betel nuts. Examinotion of the processes undertaken on the raw betel nuts, as
submitted by the opplicont, reveal that some of the processes are nothing but mere cleaning ar
removal of impurities, €.9., removal of small/large impurities, blowing of weightless porticles,
gravity/magnetic separation etc. lt is nobody's cese that undertaking of such activities would result in
a substantially different commodity than tl',e starting raw materiol, so as to be called os a preporation.
The same would be the conclusion with respect to gorbling, which refers to the separation of the
unwonted portions from the desired end products or sterilization to remove/kill bacteria. Same of the
products, namely, chikni/unflavoured/flavoured supari are subject to cutting or slicing. The relevsnt
portion of the HSN os reproduced above mokes it clear that even ofter cutting/slicing, the resultqnt
products remain classified under chapter B. Similarly, pracesses like drying, sorting, polishing,
pockaging etc. do not alter the nature of the praduct in ony significant manner to necessitote a change
of classification. The next graup of processes, i.e., boiling or roasting in fire gos rotary roosters, when
exomined in the light of the relevant notes to chopter B, also leads to the conclusion that even after
such processes, the resultant products do nat go out ofthe purview af chapter 8.

72.

One is then confronted with the question as to whether mixing of food starch would result in
a product substontially different to be characterised os o preparotion? The answer to that question
also appears to be clearly in the negative when the relevant chapter notes make it clear that addition

of sugar/glucose syrup/vegetoble oil do not significantly alter the character of the oreca/betel nuts,
and even after suclt oddition, the resultant product continue to remain classified under chapter 8.
Finally, one comes to the instance of addition of spices/Mulethifiiquid perfume in the automatic mega
blenders as is stoted in respect of flavoured supari. Before onswering thot questian, I feel necessary
that the facts of the case of M/s. Crane Betel Nut Powder Works shauld be discussed.

u
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M/'

Crane Betel Nut Powder works, os per the Hon'ble supreme
court of tndio {2007 (210)
E'L'T' L71- (s'c')], were engaged in the business of marketing
betet nuts in different sizes after

processing them by odding essential/non-essential
oils, menthol, sweetening agent etc., and were
clearing the goods under heading 21-07 of the central excise
tariff and were paying duty occordingly.
subsequently, they fited a revised classification declaration
under rule 7738 af the Central Excise Rules,
1944, with effect from 17th luty, 1997, claiming classification
of its product under sub-heoding 0g0100
of the tariff' tt was contended that the crushing of betet nuts into
smaller pieces with the hetp of
machines and passing them through different sizes of sieves
to obtain goods of different sizes/grades
and sweetening the cut pieces did not omount to manufacture
in view of the fact that mere crushing
of betel nuts into smoller pieces did not bring into existence
a different commodity which hod a distinct
charocter of its own. tn the oforesaid foctuat backdrop, the Hon'ble
Apex Court observed thot,

'3a'

ln our view, the process of manufacture employed by the
appellont-company did not change the
nature of the end product, which in the words af the Tribunol,
was thot in the end.product the ,betel
nut remains a betel nut'. The said observation af the Tribunaldepicts
the stotus of the produr, or,or'ro
manufacture and thereafter. tn those circumstonces, the views
expressed in the D.c.M. Generot

Mills
Ltd' (supra) and the passdge from the American Judgment (supra)
become meaningful. The

observotion that manufacture implies a change, but every
change of not manufacture and yet every
change of an article is the result of treatment, lobaur and
maniputation is apposite to the situation at
hand' The process involved in the manufacture of sweetened
betet nut pieces does nat result in the
manufacture of a new product as the end product continues
to retain its original character though in

o modified

form." (emphosis supplied)

L4'

ln the case of Azam Lominotors Pvt. Ltd., reported at 201"g (367)
E.L.T. A22 {Tri. - chennoi),
where scented betel nut was being manufactured by cracking
af dried betel nut inta small pieces, ond
thereafter, gently heoting it with addition of vanospati oil,
sweetening and flavouring agents ond
marketed in smoll pouches as Nizam Pakku
{in Tamil)/Betel Nut (in English), the Chennai bench of the

Hon'ble cESTAT held the resultant product ctassifiabte under
sub-heading 0g0290L9 of central excise
toriff and not under 2Lo69aja as suparifor period ofter a7.07.200g.
The Hon,ble }ESTAT, in coming to
the abave decision, relied upon the decisions of the Han'ble supreme
court decisions in the cases of
M/9 Crane Betel Nut Powder works and M/s. satnam overseas Ltd.
[201-5 (3ls) E.L.T. 538 (5.C.)].

1"5'

find the observotians of the Hon'ble supreme court in the case of crane Betel Nuts
ond the
decision of Hon'ble Tribunal in the cose of Azom Lominotors
to be extremely entightening. Even os I
recognize thqt the above decisions were rendered in the
context of manufacture in central excise, the
principle loid down therein is quite relevant ta
the situotion which is the subiect mdtter
I

of

the

proceedings before me. Being guided by the aforesaid principle,
t paraphrose the question before me
to ask whether the processes to which raw areco nut, indisputably
failing under chapter g, is subjected
ore significont and substontive enough to render the said
items as preparations

five
of areca cut, to
merit classificotion under chopter 2L or
fatl short. Going by the ratio of the decision laid down by the
Hon'ble supreme court which was followed by the Hon'ble
Tribunal, the snswer to thot also appears
to be in the negative.

1-6'

ln order to arrive at a ruling regarding the clossification
of the said five items, it is incumbent
on me ta consider the supplementary notes to chapter
21-, as also the scape of tlte chapter g and tlte
guidelines contained in the HSN, ond tlte rotio
of the decisions olready recorded obove. t note tltot the
AAR in its rulings cited by the applicant have omitted
to refer to the latter. Recognizing the tegat
construct and specific provisions af section 28-t (L),.it is obvious
to me thdt the tosk before me cdnnot
,? oo"
rutins based on ti" previous ,rtins oi iai
irin, appticont. tn
.tlu..odvonce
?:
::*.::o
view
of the aforesoid discussions, t have reoched the conclusion
thot att thefive products placed before

,iii
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for consideration,

i.e., API supori, chikni supori, unflovoured supari, flavaured supari, and boiled
I of the customs toriff, and more precisely, under the heading
08A2, and nat under sub-heading 21"069A3A, ss contended. Accordingly, it is held thot the benefit of
the exemption contained ot Sr. No. L03 of the Notification No. 50/2al7-Cus., dated 3A.06.2017 would

me

supari merit classification under chapter

not be available to the products, namely, API supari, chikni supari, unflavoured supori, flavoured
supari, ond boiled supari."

8.

My conclusions in the said proceedings remain equally valid in the present proceedings
considering the fact that the products in question are identical. The arguments of the learned counsel
for the applicants that the products intended for import by them undergo roasting and boiling and
therefore do not merit classification under Chapter 8 of the customs tariff need to be rejected when
the notes to Chapter 8 are read together with the relevant HSN Explanatory Notes. ln view of the
relevant Chapter Notes and HSN Explanatory Notes, the processes of roasting and boiling alone are
not sufficient to take the products under consideration here out of the purview of Chapter 8. So far as
the argument that supplementary Note 2 to Chapter 21 shouldn't be made redundant is concerned,
it is very clear that so far as chikani supari and unflavoured supari are concerned, there is no doubt
regarding inapplicability of the said note to these products as has been discussed in detail in my earlier

ruling on this issue which has been reproduced above. The only product in respect of which the
applicability of the said supplementary note can be considered is flavoured supari. The decision of the
Hon'ble Calcutta High Court in the case of Killing Valley Tea Co. v. Secretary to State (A.l.R. 1921, Cal.)
wherein it was held that a tea leaf remains the same even after being subjected to mechanical
processes like withering, crushing, roasting, fermenting etc. is a definite pointer to the principle that
need to be applied for classification in such matters. The same principle was also applied by the
Hon'ble Supreme Court's in their decision dated 11.09.L979 in the case of D. S. Bist and Ors. wherein
it was held that all agricultural produce undergoes some processing on or outside the farm in order to
make it non-perishable, transportable, and marketable and just because processing is a bit longer or
complicated wouldn't rob the produce of its agricultural character. The observations of the Hon'ble
Supreme Court in the case of M/s. Crane Betel Nut Powder Works, that the process of cutting betel
nuts into small pieces and addition of essential/non-essential oils, menthol, sweetening agent etc. did
not result in a new and distinct product having a different character and use is also an extension of
the same line of reasoning. This decision of the Hon'ble Supreme Court has been subsequently
followed by the Chennai Bench of the Hon'ble Tribunal in the case of Azam Laminators where scented
betel nut was being manufactured by cracking of dried betel nut into small pieces, and thereafter,
gently heating it with addition of vanaspati oil, sweetening and flavouring agents and this product
classifiable under sub-heading 08029019 of central excise tariff which is aligned with customs tariff.
Following the line of reasoning laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme Court, the Hon'ble High Court of
Calcutta and the Hon'ble CESTAT, lam of the opinion that even flavoured suparimerits classification
under heading 0802 of the customs tariff and not under heading 2106 as argued by the applicants.
Therefore, in view of the aforesaid, I refrain from issuing any ruling in respect of AP|/boiled supari for
reasons discussed at paragraph 6 of this ruling. In respect of the products chikani supari, unflavoured
supari, and flavoured supari; I rule that their correct classification is headinS 0802 of the first schedule
to the Customs Tariff Act, l-975.

a)

(t

4?'+'

(M.R. MOHANTY)
Customs Authority for Advance Rulings,

Mumbai

@
,'2!r'
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Dated: 2O.As.zO21,

This copy is certified to be a true copy of the ruling and is sent to: -

1.

M/s. BMG Corporation, BaskarJangam Chawl, Gaondevi Road, Near Shivaji Maidan, poiser
Mumbai - 4OOLAL, Maharashtra
Email : bmgcorpg@gmail.com

2.

M/s' Bhagwan Corporation, A-202, Legend

CHSL, Lokhandwala Andheri

400053, Maharashtra

-

West, Mumbai

-

Email : bhaFqancorp@gmail.com

3.
4.

The Commissioner of Customs (NS-l), Jawaharlal Nehru Custom House, Sheva, Tal Uran,
District Raigad, Maharashtra - 4OO7A7
Ernail: cor:rmr-ns 1 @gov.in
The Customs Authority for Advance Rulings, New Delhi.
Email : cus-edvrulinss.del @goy. in

5'

The Principal Chief Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai Customs Zone-|, Ballard Estate,
Mumbai-400001.
Email: ccU-cUsmuU j.@nie

6.

.j!

The Chief Commissioner(AR), Customs Excise & Service Tax Appellate Tribunal (CESTAT),
West

Block-2, Wing-2, R.K. puram, New Delhi- 110066.
E
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j. 2 3
@ q m a i l.

cqlt,

Ecq{.ce stat:d

7.

The Member (L & J), CB|C, New Delhi.
Email: mem.li,cbic@nic.in

8.

Guard file.
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(Ashok Kumar)
Secretary,
Customs Authority for Advance Rulings, Mumbai
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